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Abstract: We study the double-copy relation between classical solutions in gauge theory and
gravity, focusing on four-dimensional vacuum metrics of algebraic type D, a class that includes several
important solutions. We present a double copy of curvatures that applies to all spacetimes of this
type – the Weyl double copy – relating the curvature of the spacetime to an electromagnetic field
strength. We show that the Weyl double copy is consistent with the previously known Kerr-Schild
double copy, and in fact resolves certain ambiguities of the latter. The most interesting new example
of the classical double copy presented here is that of the C-metric. This well-known solution, which
represents a pair of uniformly accelerated black holes, is mapped to the Lie´nard-Wiechert potential
for a pair of uniformly accelerated charges. We also present a new double-copy interpretation of the
Eguchi-Hanson instanton.
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1 Introduction
There are close analogies between the Einstein equations and the Maxwell equations, and it is certainly
very helpful to be introduced to the former only after becoming acquainted with the latter. There
are also, however, obvious differences, one of them being that the Einstein equations are non-linear,
whereas the Maxwell equations are linear—gravitons self-interact, but photons do not. A closer
analogy, one may suspect, could be provided by the Yang-Mills equations, which are also non-linear.
Indeed, there is a precise relation between Einstein’s gravity and Yang-Mills theory, known as the
double copy.
The double copy was discovered in the context of perturbation theory, in particular perturbative
scattering amplitudes. The first step was taken by Kawai, Lewellen and Tye (KLT) [1] who demon-
strated that any tree closed string amplitude can be expressed as a linear sum of factors, each of which
is a product of two tree open string amplitudes. Since gauge interactions are described by open strings
while gravitational interactions are described by closed strings, the KLT relations in particular imply
some kind of relationship between gauge theory and gravity. This relationship is a double copy, since
to construct a gravitational amplitude, one needs to take products of two gauge theory amplitudes.
It is possible to take the field theory limit of the full string-theoretic KLT relations, which leads
to a direct set of relations between the scattering amplitudes of Yang-Mills theory and the amplitudes
of the massless sector of string theory: this includes the usual graviton, as well as a scalar dilaton and
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an antisymmetric tensor. The focus of this article will be on the double copy in classical field theory.
Moreover, we will restrict to pure Einstein gravity, so that the dilaton and the antisymmetric tensor
are not present; we will comment on these fields in section 6.
The KLT relations have the advantage that an underlying reason for the relation between gauge
theory and gravity is clear: by joining two open strings, you get one closed string. But they have
the disadvantage that the relations themselves become quite complicated for high multiplicity. More
recently, Bern, Carrasco and Johansson (BCJ) discovered a new and simple form for the double copy [2]
which also leads to a natural formulation of the double copy at loop level [3]. This form of the double
copy has been extensively studied at tree level, leading to various proofs [4–16]. At loop level, the
double copy has been extensively studied [17–31], but to date it is still a conjecture [27]. Nevertheless,
the BCJ double copy is a powerful tool in the theory of scattering amplitudes, which has led to
rich new insights into the structure of supergravity, e.g. [32–40]. A celebrated recent example is the
detailed computation of the UV structure of maximal supergravity at five loops [41]. The double copy
is reviewed in, for example, [42–44].
The success of the double copy for scattering amplitudes motivated the investigation of its man-
ifestation for solutions of the classical field equations, with early steps given in [45–47]. Since the
principles of the double copy, as currently understood, are perturbative in nature, it is remarkable
that exact relations between solutions can be found, as discovered in [48]. In the same way that
solutions to the Maxwell equations provide a class of linear solutions to the Yang-Mills equations
(with trivial colour dependence), there is a class of solutions that linearise the Einstein equations.
Kerr-Schild metrics belong to this class, and so do certain multi-Kerr-Schild metrics. It is natural,
therefore, to study the double copy in this context, and a Kerr-Schild double copy was found in [48].
A particularly interesting example that it applies to is the Kerr-Taub-NUT family of solutions [49].
The self-dual sector of gauge theory and gravity is another natural setting to study the double copy,
as found in [50] at the perturbative level. Very recently, the Eguchi-Hanson metric was studied in
this context using the Kerr-Schild double copy [51]. For other work on the Kerr-Schild double copy,
see [52–61].
In this paper, we will introduce a different type of classical double copy, one that involves curvatures
(the Weyl curvature and the Maxwell field strength) rather than fields, and which we call the Weyl
double copy. It applies to any four-dimensional vacuum spacetime of algebraic type D, which includes
not only the Kerr-Taub-NUT family, for which the Weyl double copy reproduces the results from
the Kerr-Schild double copy, but also solutions with an acceleration parameter such as the C-metric.
The relation to Maxwell solutions follows from the (complex) double-Kerr-Schild structure of type D
solutions [62]. As we shall discuss, there is a distinction between the existence of (multi-)Kerr-Schild
coordinates and the applicability of the Kerr-Schild double copy as prescribed in [48]; the former is
necessary but not sufficient for the latter. It turns out that the Weyl double copy was partly anticipated
in [63, 64], where the existence of a Killing spinor for type D spacetimes was established. This Killing
spinor underlies the Weyl double copy, as we will explain.
We consider other solutions of interest. For pp-waves, the Weyl double copy resolves an ambiguity
in the Kerr-Schild double-copy procedure, by picking up a unique and very natural correspondence
between gravitational and gauge theory wave solutions. We study also the Eguchi-Hanson instanton,
as an interesting example of a self-dual spacetime. We find that the straightforward Weyl double-copy
interpretation of the solution differs from that given in [51]. The results of [51] are reinterpreted as a
‘mixed’ double copy involving a pair of distinct gauge theory solutions.
While we focus on four-dimensional spacetimes, we expect that the double copy of curvatures
exploited here extends to higher dimensions. In view of this goal, ref. [65] has recently revisited the
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problem of extending to higher dimensions the well-known spinorial formalism that we employ here.
We emphasise that the double copy relates Einstein’s gravity and Yang-Mills theory, and that
generic gravitational solutions cannot be related to Maxwell theory. If gravitational solutions can be
written in closed form, however, that is because they possess a large amount of symmetry (hidden or
not), and it is not surprising that there may be an underlying linear structure. For generic solutions,
there is ample evidence that the double copy applies in perturbation theory [66–81], but its exact
(non-perturbative) formulation remains elusive.
This paper is organised as follows. Section 2 is a review of the Kerr-Schild double copy. In
section 3, we introduce the Weyl double copy, and give basic examples. The application of the Weyl
double copy to the vacuum type D family of solutions is discussed in section 4, at the end of which the
example of the C-metric is presented in detail. The Eguchi-Hanson instanton is studied in section 5.
Finally, we discuss possible future directions in section 6.
2 Review of the Kerr-Schild double copy
The Kerr-Schild double copy relates a class of Kerr-Schild spacetimes, to be discussed below, to
solutions of the Maxwell equations [48]. There are two properties of Kerr-Schild spacetimes that make
them ideally suited to the classical double copy:
1. Kerr-Schild spacetimes can be expressed as a deviation from a base spacetime, which we take here
to be Minkowski spacetime. Therefore, they possess a natural set of (Kerr-Schild) coordinates
that map trivially to the flat spacetime in which the gauge theory lives, and this makes the
double copy between gauge field and metric much simpler.
2. The Kerr-Schild ansatz linearises the Einstein equations. Therefore, it makes sense to associate
this type of spacetime to Abelian gauge field configurations, i.e., to solutions of the Maxwell
equations.
The defining property of Kerr-Schild spacetimes is that they admit coordinates for which the metric
components read
gµν = ηµν + φkµkν , (2.1)
where kµ is null and geodesic with respect to the Minkowski metric ηµν . It is easy to show that kµ is
then also null and geodesic with respect to the curved metric gµν . The spacetime can be thought of
as a deviation from Minkowski spacetime.1 Notice that the inverse metric takes the simple form
gµν = ηµν − φkµkν , with kµ = gµνkν = ηµνkν . (2.2)
What makes the Kerr-Schild form of the metric famous is that it linearises the Ricci tensor with mixed
indices:
Rµν =
1
2
∂α [∂
µ (φkαkν) + ∂ν (φk
αkµ)− ∂α (φkµkν)] , ∂µ ≡ ηµν∂ν . (2.3)
Let us take ηµν = diag(−1, 1, · · · , 1) , and suppose that the metric is time independent, so that
∂0φ = 0 and ∂0kµ = 0. We will refer to such a spacetime as a stationary Kerr-Schild spacetime. We
also choose to set k0 = 1.
2 The vacuum Einstein equations read
R00 =
1
2
∂i∂iφ = 0 , R
i
0 =
1
2
∂j
[
∂i
(
φkj
)− ∂j (φki)] = 0 , (2.4)
1There are caveats to this interpretation [82], but they are not crucial for the present discussion.
2This is achieved via the rescaling (φ, kµ) → (φk 20 , kµ/k0). Of course, the rescaled kµ is not necessarily geodesic,
but it is still such that (2.3) follows from (2.1).
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together with the remaining Rij = 0. Now, the equations (2.4) coincide precisely with the Maxwell
equations
∂µFµ0 = ∂
i∂iφ = 0 , ∂
µFµi = ∂
j [∂j (φki)− ∂i (φkj)] = 0 , (2.5)
for the gauge field
Aµ = φkµ . (2.6)
The relation between the gauge field (2.6) and the metric (2.1) is the Kerr-Schild double copy. The
double-copy interpretation is supported by the analogy with the double copy for scattering amplitudes
and by the perturbative construction of the double copy for classical solutions; see [48] and [69] for
discussions.
Notice that we didn’t discuss how the spatial components of the Einstein equations, Rij = 0,
relate to the gauge theory solution. They represent a constraint on the latter. This is analogous to
the situation in scattering amplitudes, where the kinematic numerators of the gauge theory amplitude
must satisfy colour-kinematics duality for the double copy to hold [2]. It is interesting to note that
this constraint is a three-term identity, just like the Jacobi relation in the colour-kinematics duality.
Let us look at the simplest example of the Kerr-Schild double copy. Consider the four-dimensional
solutions with
φ(r) =
C
r
, kµ =
(
1,
~x
r
)
, (2.7)
where r2 = xix
i. In the gravity case, we have the Schwarzschild solution with C = 2M , where M is
the mass. In the gauge theory case, we have the Coulomb solution with C representing the charge;
this becomes more obvious after a gauge transformation,
Aµ = φkµ −→ A′µ =
C
r
(1,~0) . (2.8)
In any sensible definition of the classical double copy, these two spherically-symmetric, static solutions
should be related, and this is indeed achieved. There are many other examples in the literature, some
of which will be reproduced using the Weyl double copy defined in this paper.
Before proceeding, we point out that the beautiful properties of Kerr-Schild spacetimes extend to
a class of multi-Kerr-Schild spacetimes. For instance, double-Kerr-Schild spacetimes admit a metric
of the type
gµν = ηµν + φkµkν + ψ `µ`ν , (2.9)
where kµ and `µ are null, geodesic and mutually orthogonal. The linearisation property (2.3) generi-
cally fails for multi-Kerr-Schild spacetimes, but there are exceptions of interest. For example, certain
double-Kerr-Schild spacetimes are such that
Rµν [φkµkν + ψ `µ`ν ] = R
µ
ν [φkµkν ] +R
µ
ν [ψ `µ`ν ] . (2.10)
We will encounter examples in section 4.
3 The Weyl double copy
As a motivation, let us consider linear waves in gauge theory and in gravity:
Aµ = µ e
ik·x , Fµν = i(kµν − kνµ) eik·x ,
hµν = εµν e
ik·x , Rµνρλ =
1
2
(kµν − kνµ)(kρλ − kλρ) eik·x , if εµν = µν . (3.1)
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There is an obvious double-copy relationship between the basic gauge-invariant quantities at linearised
level,
eik·xRµνρλ ∼ FµνFρλ. (3.2)
Our goal is to explore this type of relationship for exact solutions, rather than linearised ones. The
challenge is to match both the symmetries and the gauges in both sides of the relation. Kerr-Schild
coordinates will play an important role in matching the gauges. As for the symmetries, the algebraic
structure of the Riemann curvature is much simpler in a spinorial formalism, particularly in four
dimensions, and this is the path that we will follow. Along the way, we will see that the double copy
gives a fresh insight into basic results in general relativity.
3.1 Spinorial formalism
Our starting point is the spinorial formalism of general relativity [83]. We start with the object σµ
AA˙
,
the ‘spinorial vierbein’, such that(
σµ
AA˙
σν
BB˙
+ σν
AA˙
σµ
BB˙
)
εA˙B˙ = gµνεAB . (3.3)
In our convention, ε12 = 1 . We can easily write
σµ
AA˙
= (e−1)µa σ
a
AA˙
, σa =
1√
2
(1, σi), (3.4)
where a is a tangent space index, σi are the Pauli matrices, and (e−1)µa is the (inverse) vierbein, defined
such that
gµν = (e−1)µa (e
−1)νb η
ab, ηab = ηab = diag(−1, 1, 1, 1). (3.5)
Using σµ
AA˙
and its inverse, which satisfy
σAA˙µ = gµν ε
AB σν
BB˙
εB˙A˙, σµ
AA˙
σAA˙ν = δ
µ
ν , σ
µ
AA˙
σBB˙µ = δ
B
Aδ
B˙
A˙
, (3.6)
we can write any tensor in spinorial form. For instance, Vµ 7→ VAA˙ = σµAA˙ Vµ.
We are interested in looking at the curvature. Let us focus on vacuum spacetimes, Rµν = 0. The
Riemann tensor then coincides with the Weyl tensor, Rµνρλ = Wµνρλ. The spinorial form of the Weyl
tensor is
WAA˙BB˙CC˙DD˙ = CABCD εA˙B˙εC˙D˙ + C¯A˙B˙C˙D˙ εABεCD, (3.7)
where CABCD and C¯A˙B˙C˙D˙ are completely symmetric, and are related by complex conjugation if the
(Lorentzian) spacetime is real. In fact, CABCD and C¯A˙B˙C˙D˙ represent the anti-self-dual and self-dual
parts of the curvature. We can obtain CABCD from the curvature tensor directly as
CABCD =
1
4
Wµνρλ σ
µν
AB σ
ρλ
CD, (3.8)
using the object
σµνAB = σ
[µ
AA˙
σ˜ν] A˙C εCB , σ˜
µ A˙A = (e−1)µa σ˜
a A˙A , σ˜a =
1√
2
(1,−σi). (3.9)
For a gauge theory field strength Fµν , we have analogously
FAA˙BB˙ = fAB εA˙B˙ + f¯A˙B˙ εAB , with fAB =
1
2
Fµν σ
µν
AB (3.10)
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and fAB = fBA, as well as fAB = (f¯A˙B˙)
∗ if the field strength is real. The spinorial structure has a
clear analogy with the gravitational case, but we will see that it is more than an analogy.
The key idea of this paper is a relation between exact solutions in gravity and in (flat spacetime)
gauge theory, the Weyl double copy, which we define as
CABCD =
1
S
f(AB fCD) . (3.11)
As we will see, the scalar S and the field strength spinor fAB are uniquely determined by the Weyl
spinor of the gravity solution. In the examples of single-Kerr-Schild spacetimes (2.1) that we will
consider, the real part of S coincides with φ up to a constant factor.
The Weyl double copy (3.11) is related to the algebraic classification of spacetimes.3 In particular,
it implies that the spacetime has Petrov type D or N, as we shall now see. Let us first notice that we
can always decompose the Weyl spinor into four rank-1 spinors,
CABCD = a(A bB cC dD). (3.12)
These four spinors give us the four principal null directions of the spacetime, e.g., aAA˙ = aA a¯A˙.
The algebraic classification is based on whether the principal null directions coincide (up to scaling).
If spacetimes have four distinct principal null directions, they are of type I (algebraically general),
otherwise they are algebraically special. If all principal null directions coincide, i.e., there is a single
principal null direction with multiplicity four, then the spacetime is of type N. If there are two principal
null directions with multiplicity two, then it is of type D.4 Now, we can do the same for the field strength
spinor,
fAB = r(A sB), (3.13)
and also discuss principal null directions in this context – there exist only two. Therefore, the field
strength is algebraically general if it has two distinct principal null directions, and algebraically special
if it has a single principal null direction with multiplicity two. It is then clear that a Weyl tensor
satisfying (3.11) corresponds to a type D spacetime, if the field strength is general, or to a type N
spacetime, if the field strength is special. In either case, the spacetime is algebraically special. We will
see examples of both type N and type D. While the Weyl double copy studied in this paper applies only
to type D and (certain) type N spacetimes, we emphasise that we expect a more general double-copy
relation to exist.
Our proposal of the Weyl double copy was partly anticipated in the general relativity literature.5
In [63], Penrose and Walker found that any type D spacetime admits a Killing rank-2 spinor χAB , i.e.,
∇ A˙(A χBC) = 0, and that the spacetime’s Weyl spinor can be written as
CABCD = [χ]
−5χ(AB χCD) , with [χ] = (χABχAB)1/2 . (3.14)
Moreover, the same authors together with Hughston and Sommers pointed out in [64] that the field
strength spinor
f˘AB = [χ]
−3χAB (3.15)
3See [84] or [85] for more details on this classification.
4The possible types are I, II, III, D, N and O. The types that we did not mention before are: type II (three principal
null directions, one of which with multiplicity two), type III (two principal null directions, one of which with multiplicity
three), and type O (vanishing Weyl tensor).
5We thank Lionel Mason for bringing these references to our attention.
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is a solution of the Maxwell equations on the curved background with Weyl spinor CABCD. Therefore,
a relation like (3.11) holds once we identify
S˘ = [χ]−1. (3.16)
Indeed, this scalar S˘ satisfies the wave equation on the same background spacetime with curvature
CABCD. These statements for type D spacetimes extend to pp-waves, a type N class of spacetimes
representing exact waves [86].
To connect this more directly to the standard double copy, and to fully specify our Weyl double
copy eq. (3.11), we point out that it is in fact possible in general to demand that (3.11) is valid with
the fields on the right-hand-side, fAB and S, living on a flat background.
6 These flat-spacetime fields
are easily obtained from the curved-spacetime fields using (double-)Kerr-Schild coordinates, as we
shall show explicitly for general type D spacetimes. Relation (3.11) is then guaranteed to hold. In
other words, given any type D spacetime (and any pp-wave), we can construct a gauge field and a
scalar satisfying flat-spacetime equations of motion uniquely up to constant factors, and – crucially –
satisfying the Weyl double copy.
There are extensions of the Killing spinor structure to higher-dimensional spacetimes; see e.g.
[87, 88].
3.2 Basic examples
We start with two basic examples. The first example is that of pp-waves, which are type N spacetimes
representing exact wave solutions. This is an interesting example because the original double copy for
scattering amplitudes relies on the double copy of perturbative wave solutions. We will find that the
Weyl double copy resolves an ambiguity with the Kerr-Schild double copy. As a type D example, we
will discuss how the Weyl double copy reproduces the Kerr-Schild double copy in the case of the Kerr
spacetime.
3.2.1 Exact wave solutions
The first example that we will consider is that of exact waves. In gravity, we have the pp-wave metric,
ds2 = −dt2 + dx2 + dy2 + dz2 + h(t− z, x, y)(dt− dz)2 = −du dv + dw dw¯ + h(u,w, w¯)du2, (3.17)
where u = t− z, v = t+ z, and w = x+ iy. For the vierbein, we can take
eaµ =
1
2

1− h 1 0 0
1 + h −1 0 0
0 0 1 1
0 0 i −i
 . (3.18)
The equation of motion is simply ∂∂¯h(u,w, w¯) = 0, where we use ∂ ≡ ∂w, ∂¯ ≡ ∂w¯. Using an arbitrary
spinor ξA = (ξ1, ξ2), we can conveniently express the Weyl spinor as the polynomial
CABCD ξ
AξBξCξD =
1
2
(ξ1 + ξ2)4 ∂2h. (3.19)
This spacetime is of type N, since there is a single principal null direction with multiplicity four.
The combination ξ1 + ξ2 is associated with aAA˙ = aA a¯A˙ in the case aA = (1, 1) = a¯A˙, so that
6Of course, it may be instructive to consider the double copy on a curved background as in [57, 58]. This is not the
intent of our work.
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aµ = σ
AA˙
µ aAA˙ =
√
2 δuµ. Hence, the principal null direction is given by the covector du or, as a vector,
by ∂v, which is the Killing vector field (i.e., the line element ds
2 does not depend on translations of
v).
Even without considering any double copy, it is easy to construct an analogous gauge theory
solution, which is
A = A(u,w, w¯) du, ∂∂¯A(u,w, w¯) = 0. (3.20)
The associated field strength spinor is simply
fAB ξ
AξB = −i(ξ1 + ξ2)2 ∂A. (3.21)
Now let us consider these two solutions from the point of view of the Weyl double copy. Evidently
equation (3.11) holds provided we identify
S = −2(∂A)
2
∂2h
. (3.22)
It is clear that S satisfies the wave equation, since ∂∂¯S(u,w, w¯) = 0 . In fact, it satisfies the stronger
condition ∂¯S(u,w, w¯) = 0 .
This example raises an important question for the classical double copy: to what extent is it
unique? In the stationary Kerr-Schild case, there is a natural, unique choice of scalar. But in these
wave examples, it appears that any element of a class of vacuum gravity solutions (i.e., any h satisfying
∂∂¯h = 0) can be related to any element of a class of gauge theory solutions (i.e., any A satisfying
∂∂¯A = 0), given an appropriate choice of the scalar field S, namely eq. (3.22).7 So from this point of
view it seems that the double copy is non-unique.
Indeed, the authors of Ref. [48] discussed exact waves briefly while introducing the Kerr-Schild
double copy. These authors pointed out that the functions h and A appearing in the gravity and the
gauge theory cases, respectively, satisfy the same equation of motion. Now, it is obviously tempting
to identify the functions h and A via the double copy. But if this identification is made, then a plane
wave in gravity does not map to a plane wave in gauge theory. It maps instead to a vortex solution [59].
Nevertheless, the expectation of a double copy of plane waves to plane waves is very natural and
is supported by the results of Ref. [55], where it was shown that an appropriately defined double
copy of gluon scattering amplitudes on a gauge theory plane wave background is a gravity scattering
amplitude on a gravitational plane wave background, at least for three-point scattering; see [89] for
recent advances beyond three points.
Although it may be of interest to explore more general notions of the double copy, the Weyl
double copy we are proposing settles this issue in favour of uniqueness. Let us recall the discussion of
equations (3.14) and (3.15), which applies to pp-waves as well as to type D spacetimes. We can see
that CABCD ∼ [χ]−3 ∼ ∂2h, so that [χ] = (∂2h)−1/3. For the gauge field, fAB ∼ [χ]−2 ∼ ∂A. Finally,
the scalar field S is identified with [χ]−1 and, therefore, with (∂2h)1/3.
In particular, in the plane wave case the functions h and A are
h = h(u)w2 + h¯(u) w¯2 , (3.23)
A = a(u)w + a¯(u) w¯ . (3.24)
7We are restricting ourselves presently to vacuum gravity solutions. For the reader familiar with the double copy
literature, we point out that the issue of non-uniqueness here is distinct from the question of a more general double
copy involving the dilaton and the two-form field on the gravity side. We briefly refer to this question in the Discussion
section.
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In this case, the Weyl double copy requires [χ] = h−1/3 and a(u) = h2/3.
We will see in section 4 that, for general type D vacuum solutions, this unique procedure to identify
the single copy leads to a very natural result.
3.2.2 Kerr solution
The Kerr metric, possibly the most important exact solution in general relativity, represents an asymp-
totically flat rotating black hole for |a| ≤ M , where a is the rotation parameter and M is the mass.
In Boyer-Lindquist coordinates, but using X = cos θ, the metric is
ds2 = −dt2 + Σ2
(
dr2
∆
+
dX2
1−X2
)
+ (r2 + a2)(1−X2)dψ2 + 2Mr
Σ2
(
dt+ a(1−X2)dψ)2 , (3.25)
where
Σ2 = r2 + a2X2, ∆ = r2 + a2 − 2Mr. (3.26)
The vierbein can be given by
eaµ =

√
∆/Σ2 0 0 a(1−X2)√∆/Σ2
0
√
Σ2/∆ 0 0
0 0
√
Σ2/(1−X2) 0
a
√
(1−X2)/Σ2 0 0 (r2 + a2)√(1−X2)/Σ2
 . (3.27)
The Weyl spinor is
CABCD ξ
AξBξCξD = − 3M
2(r + iaX)3
(
(ξ1)2 − (ξ2)2)2 . (3.28)
It clearly shows that this is a type D spacetime, since there are two principal null directions, each with
multiplicity two. These correspond to the two combinations ξ1 ± ξ2.
According to equation (3.15), we would expect a Maxwell field of the form
f˘AB ξ
AξB ∝ 1
(r + iaX)2
(
(ξ1)2 − (ξ2)2) . (3.29)
to live on the curved spacetime (3.25). This is indeed the case. However, the standard double copy
is expected to relate the dynamics of gauge theory to the dynamics of gravity, so we would like to
construct a gauge field fAB living on flat spacetime. This is straightforward: we note that
fAB ξ
AξB = − Q
2(r + iaX)2
(
(ξ1)2 − (ξ2)2) (3.30)
is a Maxwell solution which lives on flat spacetime, with a metric given as in (3.25) but with M = 08.
The Kerr solution has already been analysed in the context of the double copy [48] and the gauge field
was found to be
Aµ =
Qr
Σ2
k(0)µ , k
(0) = dt+
Σ2
r2 + a2
dr + a(1−X2)dψ, (3.31)
which leads to the correct field strength (3.30).
8We use in the following a “flat” superscript k
(0)
µ because the gauge theory solution is a solution in Minkowski
spacetime, and therefore one has to take M = 0 in the Kerr-Schild covector written in Boyer-Lindquist coordinates;
this is not required in the Kerr-Schild coordinates used in [48], for which the curved spacetime / flat spacetime map is
trivial. For an overview of common coordinate systems for the Kerr solution, see e.g. [90].
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According to the Weyl double copy (3.11), we have
S = − Q
2
6M
1
r + iaX
. (3.32)
This complex function satisfies the wave equation in Minkowski spacetime. The real scalar is given by
S + S¯ = − Q
2
3M
r
Σ2
. (3.33)
This is precisely (up to a different normalisation constant) the Kerr-Schild scalar φ identified in [48],
which plays the role of the “zeroth copy”. Note that equations (3.7) and (3.10) illuminate the different
roles of S and φ: φ is comparable to the Weyl and field strength tensors, while S is comparable to the
complex spinor objects CABCD and fAB .
4 General vacuum type D metrics
The Plebanski-Demianski family9 of metrics [62] describes the most general vacuum type D solution of
the Einstein equations (for vanishing Maxwell field.) We will now study this family of solutions from
the perspective of the Weyl double copy, restricting ourselves to the vanishing cosmological constant
case, which has a simpler double-copy interpretation. We construct the electromagnetic and scalar
fields associated with this family. In section 4.2, we will describe two particularly interesting examples
of this family, beyond the Kerr example seen previously: the Kerr-Taub-NUT solution, whose double-
copy structure was studied in [49], and the C-metric, which receives here its first double-copy analysis.
A useful reference when considering various coordinate systems of the Plebanski-Demianski family is
[92].
4.1 Double copy
The general vacuum type D solution with vanishing cosmological constant takes the form [62]
ds2 =
1
(1− pq)2
[
p2 + q2
P (p)
dp2 +
P (p)
p2 + q2
(dτ + q2dσ)2 +
p2 + q2
Q(q)
dq2 − Q(q)
p2 + q2
(dτ − p2dσ)2
]
, (4.1)
with
P (p) = γ(1− p4) + 2np− p2 + 2mp3 ,
Q(q) = γ(1− q4)− 2mq + q2 − 2nq3 , (4.2)
where m,n, γ,  are free parameters. The physical significance of these parameters is best understood
in limiting cases of this family of solutions, where, in appropriate combinations, they can be associated
to mass, NUT charge, angular momentum and acceleration.
In [62], Plebanski and Demianski also point out the remarkable fact that the family of solutions
they found admits a double-Kerr-Schild form, if we allow for a complex extension of the coordinates,
that is, for a complex manifold. Our approach is to allow for this complexification and to employ the
double-Kerr-Schild coordinates in order to identify a single-copy gauge field. We can thereafter inter-
pret the gauge field by returning to the real section. The reason why double-Kerr-Schild coordinates
9This family of solutions was first found by Debever [91], but is best known in the Plebanski-Demianski form. While
our interest lies in the case with Λ = 0 and vanishing Maxwell field, the Plebanski-Demianski family also includes a
large class of type D solutions of the Einstein-Maxwell equations with a cosmological constant.
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are helpful is that they provide us with a map between the curved spacetime and the flat spacetime
on which the gauge field lives. Consider the coordinate transformation
τ = u+
∫
q2dq
Q(q)
+ i
∫
p2dp
P (p)
, σ = v −
∫
dq
Q(q)
+ i
∫
dp
P (p)
. (4.3)
The metric is now given by
ds2 =
1
(1− pq)2
[
2i(du+ q2dv)dp− 2(du− p2dv)dq + P (p)
(p2 + q2)
(du+ q2dv)2 − Q(q)
(p2 + q2)
(du− p2dv)2
]
(4.4)
so that it becomes linear in the free parameters m,n, γ, . We have therefore the double-Kerr-Schild
form
ds2 = ds2(0) + φK K
2 + φL L
2 , (4.5)
where K and L are null, geodesic and mutually orthogonal covectors,
K = du+ q2dv , L = du− p2dv , (4.6)
and the metric ds2(0) is flat.
There is an ambiguity in the splitting between ds2(0) and the Kerr-Schild functions φK and φL,
because any metric for which both m and n vanish is flat. We will see this later in the expression for
the Weyl spinor. Such parameters m and n are sometimes called dynamical parameters, whereas the
parameters that do not generate curvature are called kinematical parameters, in our case γ and . We
choose to put the kinematical parameters into the flat metric ds2(0), and some of our later results will
depend crucially on this choice. We have therefore
ds2(0) =
1
(1− pq)2
[
2(iKdp− Ldq) + γ(1− p
4)− p2
(p2 + q2)
K2 − γ(1− q
4) + q2
(p2 + q2)
L2
]
, (4.7)
and
φK =
2np+ 2mp3
(1− pq)2(p2 + q2) , φL =
2mq + 2nq3
(1− pq)2(p2 + q2) . (4.8)
While a Kerr-Schild metric has a linear Ricci tensor Rµν , as described in section 2, this property
is not guaranteed for a double-Kerr-Schild metric. It turns out that this property holds nonetheless
for the solution at hand, in the following sense. Let us introduce parameters cK and cL multiplying
φK and φL, respectively, in (4.5). Then R
µ
ν does not vanish if cK and cL are distinct, but is given
by the difference between the Ricci tensors of the single-Kerr-Schild metrics with either the K term
or the L term, that is,
Rµν [cKφKK
2 + cLφLL
2] = Rµν [cKφKK
2] +Rµν [cLφLL
2] = (cK − cL)Rµν [φKK2] .
We can now try to apply the (double) Kerr-Schild double copy, as was done in [49] for the Taub-
NUT solution. That is, we seek functions aK and aL such that the gauge field
A = aK K + aL L (4.9)
satisfies the Maxwell equations in the flat spacetime ds2(0). This is not the case if we identify aK and
aL with φK and φL, which would be the naive guess following section 2; indeed, time independence
played a crucial role there. While there is in fact a range of choices of aK and aL such that A satisfies
the Maxwell equations, we will see that the Weyl double copy picks up a particular solution.
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We take the following vierbein for the curved metric (4.4) with coordinates (u, v, p, q):
eaµ =
1√
2(1− pq)

1 +Q −p2(1 +Q) 0 1
1−Q −p2(1−Q) 0 −1
1 + P q2(1 + P) i 0
i(1− P) iq2(1− P) 1 0
 , 2Q = Q(q)p2 + q2 , 2P = P (p)p2 + q2 . (4.10)
The Weyl spinor is
CABCD ξ
AξBξCξD = −3i
2
(m+ in)(1− pq)3 ((ξ1)2 − (ξ2)2)2
(p− iq)3 . (4.11)
It is clear now that m and n are dynamical parameters, while γ and  are kinematical parameters.
For the gauge field in flat spacetime (m = n = 0), we seek a field strength spinor of the analogous
form
fAB ξ
AξB = −1
2
(m + in)(1− pq)2 ((ξ1)2 − (ξ2)2)
(p− iq)2 , (4.12)
with free parameters m and n. The reasoning for the single power of
(
(ξ1)2 − (ξ2)2) should be clear.
As for the power of (1− pq)/(p− iq), this choice precisely matches equation (3.14); in particular,
χAB ξ
AξB =
(p− iq) ((ξ1)2 − (ξ2)2)
(1− pq) (4.13)
up to a constant factor.
The numerical pre-factor in (4.12) was chosen so that the gauge field can be written as
A =
n p
p2 + q2
K +
m q
p2 + q2
L . (4.14)
It takes the form anticipated in (4.9), and it satisfies the Maxwell equations. The Weyl double copy
(3.11) also identifies
S =
i
6
(m + in)2(1− pq)
(m+ in)(p− iq) , (4.15)
which satisfies the wave equation in the flat background.
4.2 Scaling limits
Having accomplished our goal of obtaining the single copy for the general family of vacuum type D
metrics, let us now focus on particular cases for illustration. These cases follow from certain scaling
limits of the coordinates and parameters.
4.2.1 Kerr-Taub-NUT metric
The first particular case that we will consider in detail is the Kerr-Taub-NUT solution [93, 94], which
includes mass, angular momentum and NUT charge. We see it here as a limit of the general solution
(4.4). Consider the coordinate scaling
u→ `u , v → `3v , p→ `−1p , q → `−1q , (4.16)
and the parameter scaling
m→ `−3m, n→ `−3n , → `−2 , γ → `−4γ , (4.17)
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and now take `→∞. The result is
ds2 = 2(iKdp− Ldq) + γ (2du+ dv(q2 − p2))dv −  (du2 + p2q2dv2)
+
2np
p2 + q2
K2 +
2mq
p2 + q2
L2 , (4.18)
where the first line denotes ds2(0). This solution has lost a free parameter associated to acceleration:
if  6= 0, we can choose  to take only the values 1 or −1 by a rescaling of the form
u→ ||−1/2u , v → ||−3/2v , p→ ||1/2p , q → ||1/2q ,
m→ ||3/2m, n→ ||3/2n , γ → ||2γ . (4.19)
The single copy is now obtained by applying the same scaling limit to (4.14), together with
(m, n)→ `−3(m, n), and by taking the leading coefficient O(`−1),
A =
n p
p2 + q2
K +
m q
p2 + q2
L . (4.20)
Finally, we do the same for (4.15) with O(`−2),
S =
i
6
(m + in)2
(m+ in)(p− iq) , (4.21)
These results reproduce the double-copy relation between the Taub-NUT metric and the dyonic
gauge field (electric charge and magnetic monopole charge) identified in [49]. It appears here as a
particular case of the larger Plebanski-Demianski family10.
4.2.2 C-metric
The second particular case of our vacuum type D double copy that we want to focus on is the C-metric,
which can be interpreted as describing a pair of uniformly accelerated black holes; see e.g. [95] for a
detailed discussion of this solution. The C-metric is studied here for the first time in the context of
the double copy. It can also be obtained from a scaling limit. After performing the coordinate change
p = x q = −1
y
, (4.22)
the scaling limit is `→∞ with
(u, v, x, y)→ `−1(u, v, x, y) , m→ `3m, n→ ` n , γ → γ , → `2 . (4.23)
Applied to the metric (4.4), the result is
ds2 =
2
(x+ y)2
(−du dy + idv dx) + G(x)
(x+ y)2
dv2 − F (y)
(x+ y)2
du2 , (4.24)
where
G(x) = γ + 2nx− x2 + 2mx3 ,
F (y) = −γ + 2ny + y2 + 2my3 . (4.25)
10The double-Kerr-Schild scalar identified in [49] is a linear combination of the real and imaginary parts of S.
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The Weyl spinor
CABCD ξ
AξBξCξD =
3
2
m (x+ y)3
(
(ξ1)2 − (ξ2)2)2 (4.26)
shows that m is now the only dynamical parameter.
In order to obtain the best-known form of the C-metric [96], we apply the coordinate transforma-
tion
u = t−
∫
dy
F (y)
, v = φ− i
∫
dx
G(x)
, (4.27)
and introduce a parameter A via the rescaling
(t, φ)→ A−2(t, φ) , (m,n, γ, )→ A2(m,n, γ, ) , (4.28)
which leads to
ds2 =
1
A2(x+ y)2
[
−F (y) dt2 + dy
2
F (y)
+
dx2
G(x)
+G(x) dφ2
]
. (4.29)
Moreover, we restrict our parameters to match
G(x) = 1− x2 − 2AMx3 ,
F (y) = −1 + y2 − 2AM y3 , (4.30)
so that
m = −AM , n = 0 , γ =  = 1 . (4.31)
The physical interpretation of the C-metric is clearer in a different coordinate system, where we
can contrast it with the Schwarzschild solution. Firstly, there is a linear change of coordinates [97],
(t, x, y, φ) =
(c0
B
t˜ , Bc0(x˜− c1) , Bc0(y˜ + c1) , c0
B
φ˜
)
, (4.32)
where B, c0, c1 are constants, and a change of parameters
A = B−1 α , M = c−30 M , (4.33)
that put the metric in the form analogous to (4.29) but with11
G˜(x˜) = (1− x˜2)(1 + 2αMx˜) ,
F˜ (y˜) = −(1− y˜2)(1− 2αMy˜) . (4.35)
Secondly, we introduce
x˜ = − cos θ , y˜ = 1
αr
, t˜ = αt , (4.36)
to obtain
ds2 =
1
(1− αr cos θ)2
[
−f(r)dt2 + dr
2
f(r)
+ r2
(
dθ2
g(θ)
+ g(θ) sin2 θdφ2
)]
, (4.37)
11The transformation is trivial (B = c0 = 1, c1 = 0) if M = 0, i.e., in the flat case. The explicit constants can be
expressed as
B2 =
1− 36α2M2 + (1 + 12α2M2)3/2
2 (1− 4α2M2)2 , c
4
0 = 1 + 12α
2M2 , c1 =
√
1 + 12α2M2 − 1
6αM
. (4.34)
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with
f(r) =
(
1− 2M
r
)
(1− α2r2) , g(θ) = 1− 2αM cos θ . (4.38)
For α = 0, we recover the Schwarzschild black hole with mass M . In general, the solution has a black
hole horizon at r = 2M and an acceleration horizon at r = 1/α. It can be interpreted as a black
hole with uniform acceleration α, where this acceleration is provided by a cosmic string (notice that
it is not possible to make both half-axes θ = 0 and θ = pi regular). In fact, a global analysis of this
solution indicates that there is a pair of causally-disconnected black holes uniformly accelerating in
opposite directions. There is either a cosmic string between them pushing them apart, or two semi-
infinite cosmic strings pulling them apart. See [95] for more details, including the Penrose diagrams
describing the global structure of the solution.
Getting back to our double-copy story, let us consider the single copy gauge field. It is obtained
by applying the scaling limit (4.23) to the solution (4.14), together with m → `3m, n → `n, and by
taking the leading coefficient O(`), yielding
A = −m y du . (4.39)
Notice that the parameter n did not survive the limit, where we chose the scaling of m, n to be the
same as that of m,n, respectively. For the field strength spinor, we have
fAB ξ
AξB =
1
2
m (x+ y)2
(
(ξ1)2 − (ξ2)2) . (4.40)
Finally, we do the same for (4.15) with O(`2),
S =
m2
6m
(x+ y) . (4.41)
Let us interpret the gauge field (4.39), which lives on flat spacetime. Changing coordinates by
analogy with (4.27), and recalling the parameters (4.31) in the flat case (M = 0), we get
A = −m y du = −m
(
y dt− y dy−1 + y2
)
∼= −m y dt = Q dt
r
, (4.42)
where we used ∼= to express equivalence up to gauge freedom, and suggestively relabelled the final
free parameter. In the final step, we also used the analogue of (4.36). (Notice that, while we reused
t and t in analogy to the curved case in a slight abuse of notation, these two coordinates do not map
trivially from the C-metric to Minkowski spacetime, unlike the double-Kerr-Schild coordinates u and
y.) We are left with a solution resembling the Coulomb potential. However, we are using ‘accelerated’
coordinates, with the Minkowski metric given by
ds2(0) =
1
(1− αr cos θ)2
[
−(1− α2r2)dt2 + dr
2
1− α2r2 + r
2
(
dθ2 + sin2 θdφ2
)]
. (4.43)
If we choose the acceleration to be along the Z axis, we can write the Minkowski metric as
ds2(0) = −dT 2 + dX2 + dY 2 + dZ2 , (4.44)
and the gauge field as ,
A =
−T 2 +X2 + Y 2 + Z2 + α−2√
(−T 2 +X2 + Y 2 + Z2 + α−2)2 − 4α−2 (−T 2 + Z2)
T dZ − Z dT
T 2 − Z2 , (4.45)
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ZT
r
=
0
r
=
1/
α
Figure 1. The curved lines (r = 0) represent two causally disconnected uniformly accelerated particles. The
diagonal lines (r = 1/α) represent the acceleration horizons, which split the plot into four quadrants.
with
(T ′, Z ′) =
1
α
√|1− α2r2|
1− αr cos θ (sinhαt, coshαt) , (X,Y ) =
r sin θ
1− αr cos θ (cosφ, sinφ) , (4.46)
where, according to figure 1, (T,Z) = (T ′, Z ′) in the right quadrant, (T,Z) = −(T ′, Z ′) in the left
quadrant, (T,Z) = (Z ′, T ′) in the top quadrant, and (T,Z) = −(Z ′, T ′) in the bottom quadrant.
Notice that r is not a global coordinate, and that r = 0 represents two worldlines. It is clear now that
we are dealing with a pair of causally disconnected charges uniformly accelerating in opposite directions
with acceleration α, and that the solution is just the corresponding Lie´nard-Wiechert potential.
For complete clarity, we can also match our gauge field directly to the best-known formula for
the Lie´nard-Wiechert potential. To do so, we use flat spacetime coordinates centred on one of the
charges. We take the one in the right quadrant of figure 1. Let us start with standard Cartesian
coordinates Xµ = (T,X, Y, Z) and consider the worldline Xµ = Xµp (U), where U is the proper time,
such that X˙p
2 = −1. Now, we change to a null coordinate system (U,R,w, w¯) associated to the family
of light-cones emanating from the worldline,
Xµ = Xµp (U) +
R`µ(w, w¯)
χ(U,w, w¯)
, (4.47)
where R is the retarded distance, χ = −` · X˙p, and
lµ =
(
1,
w + w¯
1 + ww¯
,
i(w¯ − w)
1 + ww¯
,
−1 + ww¯
1 + ww¯
)
(4.48)
is a null vector giving the angular direction. The Minkowski metric then reads
ds2(0) = −
(
1− 2R χ˙
χ
)
dU2 − 2dU dR+ 4R
2
(1 + ww¯)2 χ2
dwdw¯ . (4.49)
The typical expression for the Lie´nard-Wiechert potential is (with our ‘mostly-plus’ metric signature)
A(LW) = −Q X˙p
µ
(U)
R
dXµ . (4.50)
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For uniformly accelerated motion in the Z direction, we have
X˙p
µ
(U) = (coshαU, 0, 0, sinhαU), (4.51)
and therefore
A(LW) = Q
coshαU dT − sinhαU dZ
R
. (4.52)
Inverting the coordinate change (4.47), it is possible to compare this to (4.45) and to verify that
A ∼= A(LW) , (4.53)
i.e., that our single-copy gauge field is equivalent to the Lie´nard-Wiechert potential up to a gauge
transformation.
In conclusion, we found that the C-metric, which represents a pair of uniformly accelerated black
holes, is the double copy of the Lie´nard-Wiechert potential for a pair of uniformly accelerated charges.
This is the natural expectation. Our investigations were motivated by an analogy pointed out by
Newman [98] between the Robinson-Trautman family, which includes the C-metric, and the Lie´nard-
Wiechert potential. Here, we have shown how to turn this analogy into an exact map between solutions.
5 A complex example: the Eguchi-Hanson instanton
Self-dual solutions provide a particularly simple setting in which to understand the double copy [50].
In this section, we will focus on the Eguchi-Hanson gravitational instanton [99, 100], motivated by the
recent work [51] on the double-copy interpretation of that solution. We will see that the Eguchi-Hanson
solution can be understood in two distinct ways through the double copy. One follows the approach
that we have taken so far in this paper, that of a ‘pure’ Weyl double copy associated with a unique
gauge field solution. The other follows the approach taken in ref. [51], which we reinterpret here as a
‘mixed’ Weyl double copy, involving two gauge field solutions related by a coordinate exchange.
5.1 Symmetric Weyl double copy
It can be shown [51, 101] that the Eguchi-Hanson spacetime can be written in the Kerr-Schild form
ds2 = 2dudv − 2dXdY + λ
(uv −XY )3 (vdu−XdY )
2. (5.1)
The flat background metric ds2(0) is simply
ds2(0) = 2dudv − 2dXdY, (5.2)
while the Kerr-Schild covector (using coordinates (u, v,X, Y )) and the scalar field correspond to
kµ =
1
(uv −XY ) (v, 0, 0,−X), φ =
λ
(uv −XY ) . (5.3)
The vierbein can be given by
e0µ =
i√
2
(
(1, 1, 0, 0) +
v
2
ζ
)
, e1µ =
i√
2
(
(1,−1, 0, 0)− v
2
ζ
)
,
e2µ =
i√
2
(
(0, 0, 1, 1) +
X
2
ζ
)
, e3µ =
1√
2
(
(0, 0,−1, 1)− X
2
ζ
)
, (5.4)
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where
ζ =
λ
(uv −XY )3 (v, 0, 0,−X). (5.5)
Using this vierbein, we can compute the Weyl spinor, and the result is
CABCD = 0, (5.6)
which follows from the self-duality of the solution – it is not a real solution in Lorentzian signature.
On the other hand, we have the non-trivial self-dual component12
C˜A˙B˙C˙D˙ =
1
4
Wµνρλ σ˜
µν
A˙B˙
σ˜ρλ
C˙D˙
, (5.7)
where σ˜µν
A˙B˙
= σ
[µ
AA˙
σ˜ν] C˙A εC˙B˙ . Explicitly,
C˜A˙B˙C˙D˙ξ
A˙ξB˙ξC˙ξD˙ =
−3λ(−iX(ξ1 − ξ2) + v(ξ1 + ξ2))2(u(ξ1 − ξ2) + iY (ξ1 + ξ2))2
2(uv −XY )5 . (5.8)
It turns out that the naive gauge field obtained from the Kerr-Schild metric,
Aµ = φkµ =
λ
(uv −XY )2 (v, 0, 0,−X) , (5.9)
satisfies the Maxwell equations and leads to the correct Weyl double copy. We can compute the field
strength spinor and anti-spinor using the flat-metric version of the vierbein (5.4) (i.e., no ζ term).
This leads to
fAB = 0 , (5.10)
which is due to self-duality, and to
f˜A˙B˙ =
1
2
Fµν σ˜
µν
A˙B˙
(5.11)
such that
f˜A˙B˙ ξ
A˙ξB˙ = −λ (−iX(ξ1 − ξ2) + v(ξ1 + ξ2))(u(ξ1 − ξ2) + iY (ξ1 + ξ2))
(uv −XY )3 . (5.12)
From (5.8) and (5.12), it is clear that the Weyl double-copy relation is satisfied once we identify S˜
with φ as the scalar field, up to a numerical factor; notice that S˜ is real in Lorentzian spacetime. The
scalar field φ clearly satisfies the wave equation.
5.2 Mixed Weyl double copy
There is another way in which we can imagine understanding the double copy. Consider a general
type D Weyl anti-spinor,
C˜A˙B˙C˙D˙ =
1
S˜
a˜(A˙ b˜B˙ a˜C˙ b˜D˙). (5.13)
12In this section, we use C˜A˙B˙C˙D˙ instead of C¯A˙B˙C˙D˙ to emphasise that it is not the complex conjugate of CABCD,
since the solution is complex.
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In the preceding approach, we took f˜A˙B˙ = a˜(A˙ b˜B˙) , but we could also consider
C˜A˙B˙C˙D˙ =
1
S˜
m˜(A˙B˙m˜
′
C˙D˙)
, (5.14)
with
m˜A˙B˙ = a˜A˙ a˜B˙ , m˜
′
A˙B˙
= b˜A˙ b˜B˙ . (5.15)
In this way, the field strengths m˜A˙B˙ and m˜
′
A˙B˙
have a single principal null direction of multiplicity 2.
In the case of the Eguchi-Hanson instanton, we have
m˜A˙B˙ ξ
A˙ξB˙ = −λ i(−iX(ξ1 − ξ2) + v(ξ1 + ξ2))
2
2(uv −XY )3 . (5.16)
and
m˜′
A˙B˙
ξA˙ξB˙ = −λ i(u(ξ1 − ξ2) + iY (ξ1 + ξ2))
2
2(uv −XY )3 . (5.17)
In ref. [51], the gauge field A
(m˜)
µ corresponding to m˜A˙B˙ (with mAB=0), which satisfies the Maxwell
equations, was proposed to be the single copy of the Eguchi-Hanson instanton. The reasoning is that,
in terms of the differential operator
kˆµ = (∂X , 0, 0, ∂v) , (5.18)
the Eguchi-Hanson metric (5.1) and the gauge field are
gµν = g(0)µν + kˆµkˆνΘ , A
(m˜)
µ = kˆµΘ , Θ =
X2
2u2
λ
(uv −XY ) =
X2
2u2
φ . (5.19)
The explicit form of the gauge field is
A(m˜)µ =
λX
2u(uv −XY )2
(
2uv −XY
u
, 0, 0,−X
)
. (5.20)
If Θ is identified instead with φ v2/(2Y 2), then we obtain the same metric and (up to a gauge trans-
formation) the same gauge field.
Our construction makes it clear that there is an analogous gauge field solution A
(m˜′)
µ corresponding
to m˜′
A˙B˙
(with m′AB=0). In terms of the differential operator
kˆ′µ = (0, ∂Y , ∂u, 0) , (5.21)
we obtain a metric and a gauge field,
g′µν = g(0)µν + kˆ
′
µkˆ
′
νΘ
′ , A(m˜
′)
µ = kˆ
′
µΘ
′ , Θ′ =
Y 2
2 v2
λ
(uv −XY ) =
Y 2
2 v2
φ . (5.22)
The metric is the Eguchi-Hanson metric (5.1) with the coordinate exchange u ↔ v, X ↔ Y , which,
given the corresponding change in the vierbein, still leads precisely to (5.8).
The relation (5.14) expresses a mixed Weyl double copy, with field strength anti-spinors m˜A˙B˙ and
m˜′
A˙B˙
. The pure Weyl double copy associated with m˜A˙B˙ is a type N solution with Weyl anti-spinor
C˜
(m˜)
A˙B˙C˙D˙
=
1
S˜
m˜(A˙B˙m˜C˙D˙) =
1
S˜
a˜(A˙ a˜B˙ a˜C˙ a˜D˙) . (5.23)
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Explicitly,
C˜
(m˜)
A˙B˙C˙D˙
ξA˙ξB˙ξC˙ξD˙ =
3λ(−iX(ξ1 − ξ2) + v(ξ1 + ξ2))4
2(uv −XY )5 . (5.24)
Likewise, the pure Weyl double copy associated with m˜′
A˙B˙
is a type N solution with Weyl anti-spinor
C˜
(m˜′)
A˙B˙C˙D˙
ξA˙ξB˙ξC˙ξD˙ =
3λ(u(ξ1 − ξ2) + iY (ξ1 + ξ2))4
2(uv −XY )5 . (5.25)
The algebraic relation of these type N solutions to (5.8) is clear. Each of the two type N solutions
possesses a single principal null direction (of multiplicity 4), and these correspond precisely to the pair
of principal null directions (of multiplicity 2) of the Eguchi-Hanson instanton.
6 Discussion
In this paper, we have described how the double copy for a certain class of exact solutions to the
field equations can be described in terms of the curvatures, rather than the fields – a prescription
we called the Weyl double copy. This extends the range of examples of the classical double copy to
a larger family of solutions, including general vacuum type D spacetimes. A notable example is the
C-metric, which we worked out in detail. On the one hand, the Weyl double copy provides a unique
correspondence in cases where the Kerr-Schild double copy is ambiguous, as we discussed for pp-waves.
On the other hand, it also allows for a wider range of double-copy connections between gravity and
gauge theory solutions, which we explored in the example of the Eguchi-Hanson instanton.
We leave several questions open. An obvious one within type D is how to introduce a cosmological
constant, and electric and magnetic charges. A satisfactory understanding of these cases must include
a prescription for the Ricci tensor, and not just the Weyl tensor. The spinorial approach provides
a natural path forward here. There are other matter systems of interest, however. The double
copy should naturally incorporate a scalar dilaton field and a two-form field. An important result in
this direction was presented recently in [60], where an extended Kerr-Schild ansatz including those
fields was proposed in the context of double field theory, allowing for a Kerr-Schild-type double-copy
prescription. It would be interesting to know whether the Weyl double copy can be similarly extended.
A sophisticated extension of the Weyl double copy would include non-type D spacetimes. Another
natural direction is the application to higher-dimensional solutions, which motivated the recent paper
[65] extending to higher dimensions the spinorial approach to general relativity.
A fundamental question is why the classical double copy of exact solutions, either in the Kerr-
Schild prescription or in the Weyl prescription, is even possible. The double copy for scattering
amplitudes is formulated in momentum space, and therefore one expects that, generically, a coordinate
space prescription is non-local. A sensible proposal in the case of linearised fields was presented in
[32], where a convolution procedure is employed. The crucial point is the role of the scalar field
in relating the gauge field and the gravitational field. Presumably, for the algebraically special cases
considered so far in the double copy of exact solutions, the non-locality effectively disappears. Progress
in understanding this would give an important clue into a (possibly quite sophisticated) formulation
of the double copy of generic solutions.
To conclude, we hope that our paper will bring the classical double copy to the attention of the
general relativity community, whose accumulated body of work could have a rapid impact on the topic.
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